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The Brothers’ Primer

EFFECTIVE MEETINGS

Good meetings don’t happen by luck or accident. Here are a few simple rules to effective meetings:
Establish hard edges. Good meetings start and end on time. When you start late, you inadvertently penalize the punctual and reward the tardy. People get “trained” to come late because they know nothing significant will happen until well after the announced
start time. When you finish late, you also frustrate participants. People are busy. Be as disciplined about ending times as start
times. It’s amazing how much can be covered if you know you absolutely must finish on time.
Create an agenda. Leaders must set the example here. Use the format provided by the Order’s Rituals and Ceremonials guide.
Think about the topics to be covered and how the meeting should flow. Usually a chronological order of both Unfinished and New
business. Advertise key agenda items in the newsletter and any email meeting alerts. Members should know what to expect and
how to prepare.
State the desired outcome. If you are the leader, it is important to know exactly what outcome you want from the meeting. If
you don’t know where you are going, how will you know when you’ve arrived?
For example, “the purpose of our meeting is to give you a chance to comment on our participation at last month’s activities and
plan for next month’s parade and plaque dedication.” By stating the outcome, members can work together to achieve it and keep
the meeting from wandering off-track.
Review the minutes and action items. The first thing I do in any meeting is to review the minutes and action items from the previous meeting. This gives the participants context and gives those that were absent an opportunity to get up-to-speed.
You also want to get a progress report on each action item from the person responsible for it. If you make a habit of always doing
this, people will soon learn that you expect them to complete their assignments. If they have to give an account in front of their
peers, so much the better. This may give them the added “incentive” to complete their assignments, so that they are not embarrassed in front of their colleagues.
Written minutes. Normally, the secretary will take minutes, even if the meeting only has two participants. Detailed notes that
chronicle the discussion as it unfolds are almost always unnecessary. Recording key decisions and action items is sufficient. Document decisions, so there is no misunderstanding later. Document action items so that you can track accountability and progress.
See that minutes are distributed per your Camp’s, Auxiliary’s or Tent’s bylaws, usually NLT two weeks before the next meeting.
Participants can review key items, as well as review what’s expected of them.
Patriotic Presentations. The Patriotic Presentation portion of any regular meeting is the icing on the meeting cake. It increases
the knowledge base of the Camp, Auxiliary or Tent; calls attention to one of the three missions of our Orders, develops confidence
in those presenting, and provides the entertainment highlight to an otherwise dry business meeting. Cutting the Patriotic Presentation is a mistake.
Review Upcoming Activities and the next meeting date. This is easy to do when a calendar is established at the beginning of
the year and distributed to everyone. Members are encouraged to bring their calendar to the meeting (or their iPad, iPhone, or
Blackberry). New activities may be added, but most of the year’s events will be set for the membership well ahead of time. It is a
waste of time to discuss in detail activities any further out than two months; members are most concerned about what will affect
them in the next two weeks.
Improving the quality of meetings takes work. Every once in a while we need to step back from the meeting and ask, “How
can we make our time together more productive?” We need to be honest. Meetings consume a lot of resources. The more efficient
they are, the better the return on our investment.
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